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The Jahn-Teller effect explains distortions and nondegenerate energy levels in molecular and solid-state

physics via a coupling of effective spins to collective bosons. Here we propose and theoretically analyze

the quantum simulation of a many-body Jahn-Teller model with linear ion crystals subjected to magnetic

field gradients. We show that the system undergoes a quantum magnetic structural phase transition which

leads to a reordering of particle positions and the formation of a spin-phonon quasicondensate in

mesoscopic ion chains.
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Introduction.—Quantum many-body physics is moti-
vated by the description of solid-state systems, where a
variety of complex intriguing phenomena emerge as a result
of strong correlation effects. Our understanding of the latter
is hindered by the intrinsic computational complexity of
many-body problems. Experimental setups where quantum
states can be efficiently prepared and measured can be used
to explore strong correlation under controlled conditions,
something that typically is not possible in the solid state.
This ideamotivates the experimental paradigm of analogical
quantum simulation (QS), which in recent years has been
successfully implemented with ultracold atoms in optical
lattices [1,2] and trapped ions [3–6]. The latter have the
advantage that quantum states can be prepared and mea-
sured at the single-particle level with great efficiency.

A rich variety of phenomena in condensed matter physics
is determined by the interaction of two-level systems with
bosonic degrees of freedom. Jahn-Teller models describe
molecules where electronic orbitals are coupled to vibra-
tions such that energy is minimized by breaking some
spatial symmetry [7]. The many-particle extension leads to
cooperative Jahn-Teller (CJT) models [8], which play a role
in the description of colossal magnetoresistance in mangan-
ites and high-Tc superconductivity [9,10]. Collective effects
induced by strong spin-boson couplings lead to intriguing
phenomena, including effective interactions and structural
phase transitions [7]. In this work we propose the trapped
ion analogical QS of a one-dimensional CJT model of two-
level systems coupled to bosonic modes by a symmetric
(E � e) interaction. Our proposed QS allows us to explore
quantum effects relevant to orbital physics in solids and to
use trapped ions as a test bed for theories to describe those
systems [11]. Previous theoretical works include related
models with single-particle quantum optical setups [12],
and spin-orbit coupled Bose-Einstein condensates [13].
Here we study the rich phenomenology of the many-body
case and predict that the system undergoes a quantum
magnetic structural phase transition with the formation of

a spin-boson superfluid. The latter is a quantum magnetic
version of the classical zigzag phase observed in ion chains
[14]. We focus on the QS of the symmetric E � e models,
which show a particularly interesting phase diagram due
to the breaking of a continuous U(1) symmetry, although
our proposal can be generalized to asymmetric (E � �)
interactions.
This Letter is structured as follows. (i) We introduce the

CJTHamiltonian. (ii)We describe the trapped ion QS of that
model and the implementation of symmetric spin-boson
couplings by magnetic field gradients. (iii) We calculate
the mean-field CJT phase diagram. Within that approxima-
tion the formation of a spin-boson condensate is predicted.
(iv) We compute the Gaussian quantum fluctuations
(Bogoliubov modes) around the mean-field solution, and
show that the condensate is destroyed in the thermodynam-
ical limit, but quasicondensation is still possible within
a range of mesoscopic sizes. (v) We present numerical
calculations with the density matrix renormalization group
(DMRG) supporting the above result. (vi) Upon our knowl-
edge on the CJT phases we discuss the required experimen-
tal parameters in trapped ion setups. (vii) Finally, in the
outlook we present further interesting phenomena to be
explored in either ion QS experiments or analogous cavity
or circuit QED systems.
CJT model.—We consider a chain of N spins with levels

j0ij, j1ij at each site j, coupled to a chain with two boson

species with operators a�;j (� ¼ x; y and @ ¼ 1 from

now on),

HcJT ¼ Hs þHb þHc; (1)

where Hsð!zÞ ¼ ð!z=2ÞPj�
z
j, and Hb is the free boson

term,

Hbðf�jg;ftj;lgÞ¼
X

�;j

�ja
y
�;ja�;jþ

X

�;j>l

tj;lðay�;ja�;lþH:c:Þ;

(2)
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where �j is the on-site boson energy and tj;l are boson

hopping matrix elements. Alternatively the boson bath can
be described in terms of normal modes, a�;n ¼

P
jbn;ja�;j,

with bn;j the normal mode wave functions, such that

Hb ¼
P

�;n�na
y
�;na�;n, with �n the collective mode ener-

gies. The last term in (1) is a Jahn-Teller E � e spin-boson
coupling [7]

HcðgÞ ¼ gffiffiffi
2

p X

j

f�x
jðax;j þ ayx;jÞ þ �y

jðay;j þ ayy;jÞg; (3)

that can be rewritten in terms of right and left chiral

operators ayr;j ¼ ðayx;j þ iayy;jÞ=
ffiffiffi
2

p
, ayl;j¼ðayx;j�iayy;jÞ=

ffiffiffi
2

p
,

as follows

HcðgÞ ¼ g
X

j

�þ
j ðar;j þ ayl;jÞ þ H:c: (4)

The Hamiltonian (1) is U(1) symmetric under rotations in

the xy plane, generated byC¼P
jðayr;jar;j�ayl;jal;jþ�z

j=2Þ.
We note that (3) describes a Rashba-like spin-motion
coupling for individual ions, analogous to the spin-orbit
couplings in [13]. However, when writing our model in
terms of phonons, we get couplings which do not conserve
particle number, contrary to similar models in cold atom
physics.

Physical implementation with trapped ions.—Trapped
ion analogical QS is ideal to implement Jahn-Teller inter-
actions by controlling sideband couplings [15] with mag-
netic field gradients. Let us consider a chain of N ions of
mass m, and charge e along the z direction trapped by
electromagnetic fields, see Fig. 1. Effective spins in the
CJT are two internal electronic levels of the ions with
internal energy !0 described by Hsð!0Þ. The boson bath
is provided by phonons corresponding to vibrational modes
of the ions in the radial (x, y) directions. Indeed, the
position operator of ion j is

~r j ¼ r0j ẑþ �rx;jx̂þ �ry;jŷ: (5)

r0j are the equilibrium positions along the z axis, and �r�;j
are radial displacement operators, subjected to a vibra-
tional potential that includes the radial trapping as well
as the Coulomb interaction,

Vvib¼1

2
m!2

t

X

�;j

ð�r�;jÞ2�
X

j;k;�

e2=4

jr0j �r0kj3
ð�r�;j��r�;kÞ2;

(6)

where !t is the radial trapping frequency, and we have
considered the harmonic approximation for the Coulomb
repulsion (see Supplemental Material [16] for details). We
second-quantize the vibrational Hamiltonian by writing

�r�;j ¼ �rða�;j þ ay�;jÞ, with �r ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m!t

p
. Upon substi-

tution of (5) in (6), fast-rotating phonon couplings can be
neglected in a rotating wave approximation (r.w.a.), such
that phonon dynamics are described by Hbðf!t;jg; ftCoulj;k gÞ,
where !t;j ¼ !t þ �!j is the local trapping frequency

with �!j ¼ �P
lð�jÞe2=ð2m!tjr0j � r0l j3Þ, and the vibra-

tional couplings become tCoulj;l ¼ e2=ð2m!tjr0j � r0l j3Þ.
The r.w.a which leads to phonon conservation holds if
!t � tCoulj;l [17].

To induce symmetric Jahn-Teller couplings, we assume
that the ion chain interacts with a time-varying magnetic
field quadrupole

~Bðx; y; tÞ ¼ bfðtÞð ~exx� ~eyyÞ; (7)

that may be created by a conducting wire parallel to the ion
chain [18,19]. The magnetic coupling Hamiltonian is

HIðtÞ ¼ �P
~�j

~Bj, with ~�j ¼ �x�
x
j þ�y�

y
j . We assume

the quantization axis in the z direction such that �x ¼
�y ¼ �. The spin-motion coupling can be rewritten as

HIðtÞ ¼ ��bfðtÞX
j

ð�rx;j�x
j � �ry;j�

y
jÞ: (8)

To control the spin-phonon couplings we use a periodic
driving fðtÞ ¼ ðcos�btþ cos�rtÞ with �b=r ¼ !0 �!z �
ð!t � �Þ. The latter introduce � (effective trapping fre-
quency) and !z (effective spin frequency). We transform
the trapped ion Hamiltonian to a slow-rotating frame
by means of a time-dependent unitary transformation
UðtÞ¼e�iH0t, with H0¼P

jfð!0�!zÞð�z
j=2Þþð!t��Þ

P
�a

y
�;ja�;jg,

Hsð!0Þ þHbðf!t;jg; ftCoulj;k gÞ þHIðtÞ
!UðtÞ

Hsð!zÞ þHbðf�jg; ftCoulj;k gÞ þHcðgÞ þH0ðtÞ; (9)

where g ¼ ��b�r=
ffiffiffi
2

p
, and H0ðtÞ describes fast-rotating

terms that can be neglected as long as g � !0; !t. We
recover thus the CJT model, with renormalized local boson
energies given now by �j ¼ �þ �!t;j.

We note that (9) has the peculiarity to contain positive
boson tunneling terms. This complicates the discussion
that follows, so that we implement a transformation to a
staggered spin-boson basis,

a�;j ! ð�1Þja�;j; ��
j ! ð�1Þj��

j : (10)

FIG. 1 (color online). Quantum magnetic structural phase tran-
sition with trapped ions. (a) Normal state ðg < gcÞ. (b) Quantum
magnetic zigzag phase (g > gc). For moderate chain lengths long-
range zigzag order appears together with an antiferromagnetic
spin phase.
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The transformation corresponds to a � rotation around the
z axis of the odd sites of the chain. The Hamiltonian (9)

is unchanged but the tunneling becomes now tstagj;l ¼
ð�1Þj�ltCoulj;l . The spin ferromagnetic order in the new basis

corresponds to a staggered order in the physical basis, in
which ions alternate spin direction and position.

Mean-field theory.—The Hamiltonian (1) and its particu-
lar trapped ion realization (9) pose an intriguing quantum
many-body problem that we approach first by a mean-field
variational ansatz. We write that ansatz in terms of chiral

operators, ay�;n (� ¼ r, l from now on), as a product state of
spins and displaced bosons in the collective mode basis,

j�MFi ¼
O

j

j�j; 	ji � e

P
�;n

ð
�;na
y
�;n�
�

�;na�;nÞj0ilj0ir; (11)

where j�j; 	ji ¼ cosð�j=2Þj0ij þ e�i	j sinð�j=2Þj1ij is a

coherent spin state of the spin j, and j0i� is the vacuum of
each � chiral mode. By minimizing the energy E ¼
h�MFjHj�MFi, we arrive to a set of coupled equations
for the variational parameters �j, 	j, and 
�;n,


�;n¼� g

2�n

X

j

bn;j sin�j;

!z tan�j¼
X

l

Jj;l sin�l;Jj;l¼2
X

n

< g2

�n

b�n;jbn;l; (12)

with condition	j ¼ 	l ¼ 	, and	 ¼ 0 [16]. The latter is

an arbitrary choice for a direction of spontaneous symme-
try breaking, such that spins are aligned in the xz plane.

To estimate the mean-field phase diagram let us consider

first periodic boundary conditions, such that bn;j ¼
expð�i2�nj=NÞ= ffiffiffiffi

N
p

, and couplings Jj;l > 0. This last

condition is met if vibrational energies �n > 0, and have
a minimum at the center-of-mass mode, n ¼ 0. We find the
homogeneous solution �j ¼ �, with value cos� ¼ g2c=g

2

if ðg > gcÞ, and cos� ¼ 1 if ðg < gcÞ, where the critical

coupling is g2c ¼ �0!z=2. The critical amplitude is 
�;0 ¼
�ðg ffiffiffiffi

N
p

=2�0Þ sin�, showing condensation into the n ¼ 0
mode for g > gc. Note that condensation above g > gc
implies both ferromagnetic ordering of spins in the xz
plane together with the collective displacement of the
center-of-mass coordinate, thus implying a magnetic struc-
tural phase transition. The latter is related to condensation
in the celebrated Dicke model [20].

To predict the phases of the CJT model in an ion chain
we have to include finite-size corrections. We consider
the following. (i) Coulomb ion chains (inhomogeneous).
The separation between ions in an harmonic linear
trap, dj ¼ r0j � r0j�1, increases from the center to the

ends of the chain. As a result, both tCoulj;k and !t;j depend

on the position [17]. (ii) Homogeneous ion chains. This
case corresponds to constant distance between ions. It may
describe one-dimensional arrays of microtraps and also
approximates locally the description of an inhomogeneous

chain. Figures 2 show results for cases (i) and (ii), with
N ¼ 20 ions. We present results in the staggered basis such
that we are studying the trapped ion CJT model (9) with

tstagj;l . Spin-phonon condensation appears first in the center

of the chain, something that can be used to experimentally
detect condensation. That effect is stronger in the Coulomb
chain case due to the inhomogeneity in the local trapping
frequencies. Note that uniform displacement in the stag-
gered basis corresponds to zigzag displacement in the
original phonon basis.
Gaussian quantum fluctuations.—Quantum fluctuations

destroy long-range order in the thermodynamical limit of
one-dimensional systems where a continuous symmetry is
spontaneously broken as a result of infrared divergences [21].
Still a mean-field theory remains a fair approximation in a
range of mesoscopic sizes of the crystal length, thus
in the most relevant parameter regime. To quantify fluctua-
tions, we use a Gaussian approximation around the mean-
field solution.Let us define first the fluctuation operatorswith
respect to bosonic degrees of freedom, �a�;n ¼ a�;n � 
�;n.

Spin fluctuations are defined by means of a Holstein-
Primakoff approximation around the ferromagnetic order.
For this, we define operators U�;jj�j; 0ij ¼ j0; 0ij, that

rotate the coherent spin state to a product state of spins
pointing in the �z direction, �z

j ¼ cos�j ��
z
j þ sin�j ��

x
j ,

�x
j ¼ cos�j ��

x
j � sin�j ��

z
j, with ��z;x

j ¼ U�j�
z;x
j Uy

�j
. After

the rotation, we can use the usual Holstein-Primakoff trans-
formation [21] where the reference state is taken in the

��z basis, ��þ
j � �ays;j, ���

j � �as;j, ��z
j ¼ 2�ays;j�as;j � 1,

valid in the limit h�ays;j�as;ji � 1. Finally, we substitute

spin and boson operators in the CJT Hamiltonian (1) and

FIG. 2 (color online). Mean-field results with N ¼ 20 ions.
Energy units such that !z ¼ 1, � ¼ 2:2. (a) Phonons per site in
the chiral base. Squares: homogeneous chain with g ¼ 0:25, 0:3,
0:35 and tj;jþ1 ¼ 0:5. Circles: Coulomb chain with g ¼ 0:4, 0:45,

0:5, and distances scaled such that at the center, tCoul10;11 ¼ 0:5. In (b)

and (c) we show results for a Coulomb (continuous line) and an
homogeneous (dashed line). (b) Vibrational energies of the radial
collective modes. (c) Mean number of phonons as a function of g.
The phase transition point at g� 0:25 and 0.3 is visible for the
Coulomb and homogeneous chain, respectively.
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expand to second order in the fluctuation operators, such
that we get

HG ¼ X

n;�

�n�a
y
�;n�a�;n þ

X

j

!j�a
y
s;j�as;j

þ g

2

X

j;n

bn;j cos�jð�as;j þ �ays;jÞ

	 ð�al;n þ �ayl;n þ �ar;n þ �ayr;nÞ
þ g

2

X

j;n

bn;jð�as;j � �ays;jÞ

	 ð�al;n � �ayl;n � ð�ar;n � �ayr;nÞÞ; (13)

with !j ¼ !z= cos�j [16]. HG is diagonalized by means of

a Bogoliubov transformation to spin-phonon fluctuation
operators cm,

�a�;n¼
X

m¼1;...;3N

ðU�
n;mcmþV�

n;mc
y
mÞ ð�¼s;l;rÞ: (14)

The matrices U�
n;m, V

�
n;m, define a canonical transformation

to a set of 3N bosonic operators cm, such that HG ¼P
m!mc

y
mcm. The low-energy modes cm form an acoustic

Goldstone branch (see Supplemental Material [16]) in the
condensed phase.

To compute quantum fluctuations we define the vacuum
j�i, by the condition cmj�i ¼ 0 and define the variance
per atom for a set of the original spin-phonon fluctuation
modes,

Ff�a�;ng ¼
1

N

X

n

h�j�ay�;n�a�;nj�i; (15)

and calculate Ff�ar;ng (r-phonon), Ff�al;ng (l-phonon), and

Ff�as;ng (spin-wave) fluctuations. In Fig. 3(a) we show that

quantum fluctuations are smaller for larger g couplings, in
agreement with the intuition that g � gc corresponds to the
classical limit. For mesoscopic trapped ion sizes (N � 20)
condition Ffa�¼s;r;l;ng � 1 is satisfied, consistent with the

validity of Hamiltonian (13). In Fig. 3(b) we show the
enhancement of quantum fluctuations a function of
the system size N.

Numerical calculations with the DMRG method.—To
validate the results obtained within a mean-field theory
approach, we have performed DMRG numerical calcula-
tions [22]. We choose a maximum number of bosons per
site nb ¼ 20, which accounts for a local Hilbert space of 72
states. That local dimension makes our calculation compu-
tationally demanding even for short ion chains. The num-
ber of states kept in the reduced density matrix description
(or bond dimension) is D ¼ 20, and we check that the
solution has converged to an error of 10�3 in all quantities
presented here.

To simplify the calculation we test the mean-field theory
on a short-range CJT model, with tj;k ¼ �t�j;j�1. Also, we

define an order parameter in terms of long-range order,

O.P. ¼ P
j;k

P
�¼r;lhay�;ja�;ki=N2. That definition has the

advantage to hold even without assuming spontaneous

symmetry breaking. Figure 4 shows that the mean-field
prediction closely follows the quasiexact DMRG result for
a mesoscopic ion crystal with N ¼ 20 ions.
Trapped ion experimental parameters.—The ability to

tune the driving frequencies �r;b yields a large parameter

control in the analogical QS of CJT models. Considering
for 40Ca ion chains with trap frequency !t ¼ 1 MHz, and
initial energy splitting !0 ¼ 20 MHz, driving frequencies
can be chosen to get !z ¼ 20 kHz and � ¼ 2:2!z. Ion
separation of d0 � 16 �m, would yield tCoulj;jþ1 ¼ 0:5!z.

This choice corresponds to the results presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. We use Zeeman S1=2 levels for j0ij and

j1ij such that � ¼ �BgL=2, with �B the Bohr magneton.

Thus, to get to critical couplings gc � 0:2!z, would re-
quire magnetic field gradients b ¼ 35 Tm�1. Those values
can be achieved with current trapped ion technology with
conducting wires in planar traps. Similar spin-boson cou-
plings may be obtained by optical forces [15].

FIG. 3 (color online). Quantum Gaussian fluctuations F�a�;n .
Continuous, dash-dotted, and dashed lines correspond to � ¼ s
(spin waves), l (l phonons) and r (r phonons), respectively. We
have considered homogeneous chains and units such that!z ¼ 1,
� ¼ 2:2, tj;jþ1 ¼ 0:5 in homogeneous chains. (a) N ¼ 20 ions

and different g values. As expected fluctuations exhibit a peak at
the critical point. Note that Ffas;ng and Ffar;ng are enhanced since

spin and r-phonon operators are closer to resonance in (4).
(b) g ¼ 0:3 and different values of N. Fluctuations diverge with
growingN in accordance with the Mermin-Wagner theorem [21].

FIG. 4 (color online). Comparison for O:P: ¼P
j;k

P
�¼r;lhay�;ja�;ki=N2 defined in the text in a short-range

homogeneous CJT chain with t ¼ 0:2, and units such that
� ¼ 2, !z ¼ 1, and N ¼ 20.
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To create the ground state one can follow an adiabatic
method. We start with g ¼ 0 and prepare the ground state
by laser cooling of the radial modes and pumping spins to
j0ij. We slowly increase the coupling g. Adiabaticity holds

if _g=g � �E, with �E the energy difference between the
first excited and ground states. We estimate this gap from
the energies!m of the Gaussian modes cm. For the range of
parameters considered in Figs. 2 and 3 we find minimum
values of �E ¼ 0:9 and 0.4 kHz at the phase transition for
N ¼ 10, N ¼ 20, respectively. Full adiabaticity would
require thus experimental durations of the order of
10 ms, comparable to heating rates in typical trapped ion
setups, something that could allow us to explore the effects
of decoherence on quantum phase transitions. Even more
interesting a fast ramping of g would allow us to study the
quantum Kibble-Zurek mechanism [23] and nonequilib-
rium effects in our analogical QS. The detection of the
quantum phases could be easily performed by measuring
either the phonon number or the spin at the end of the
QS [15]. In particular, spin states in 40Ca ions can be read
out particularly efficiently by using the scheme presented
in [24]. The spin-up state is transferred to a metastable
D5=2 state, but the spin-down state remains in the S1=2
ground state. The illumination of the 40Ca ions crystal
with resonant light near 397 and 866 nm results in laser
induced fluorescence, which is imaged on a CCD camera.
Those ion sites which have been measured in spin-up emit
fluorescence and appear bright while the spin-down sites
remain dark. The entire detection sequence will require
5 ms to prove the phase transition to the staggered order.

Finally, we discuss the effect of anisotropy in the CJT
model. Radial trapping frequencies in each direction !t;x,

!t;ymaybe tuned to be equal. Residual anisotropies in those

frequencies can be compensated by choosing a set of side-
band frequencies �r;b to tune radial modes to the same� in

the rotating frame. Also, couplings gx, gy different for �
x,

�y would break the U(1) symmetry, but still yield interest-
ing quantum phases, in particular, one could study the
transition from the symmetric case (gx ¼ gy) to the Ising-

like gy ¼ 0 coupling which corresponds to a Jahn-Teller

(E � �) interaction [11].
Conclusions and outlook.—We have studied the

trapped ion QS of a CJT model that describes the cou-
pling of two-level systems to a bath of bosonic degrees
freedom. We predict a quantum phase transition to a
spin-boson condensate in the ground state. Experiments
may allow us to explore nonequilibrium phenomena and
the effect of decoherence. Our trapped ion QS involves
a large number of spin-phonon degrees of freedom
and may challenge current numerical methods for
many-body problems. Our proposal is also relevant for
other experimental setups such as cavity or circuit QED
systems, where the coupling of emitters to arrays of
cavities can be controlled to yield Jahn-Teller couplings
[25,26].
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CAM-UCM/910758, RyC Contract No. Y200200074, the
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Note added.—Recently, we become aware of a related

work [27].
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